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Abstract

In multiscale analysis of components, there is usually a need to solve microstructures with complex geometries. In this paper, we use the extended finite element method (X-FEM) to solve scales involving complex geometries. The X-FEM allows one to use meshes not necessarily matching the physical surface of the problem while retaining the accuracy of the classical finite element approach. For material interfaces, this is achieved by introducing a new enrichment strategy. Although the mesh does not need to conform to the physical surfaces, it needs to be fine enough to capture the geometry of these surfaces. A simple algorithm is described to adaptively refine the mesh to meet this geometrical requirement. Numerical experiments on the periodic homogenization of two-phase complex cells demonstrate the accuracy and simplicity of the X-FEM.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The eXtended Finite Element Method simplifies greatly the analysis of structures with complex geometry since the mesh is not required to match this geometry. This property is particularly useful when homogenizing the behavior of micro-structures, complex by nature. We focus here our attention to the application of X-FEM to micro-scale problems involved in the homogenization theory. The homogenization theory is a powerful mean for analyzing and modeling heterogeneous structures. Moreover, in the case of periodic linear media, this theory can be rigorously justified, through convergence results, see e.g. [3], [22]. Thus, as the ratio of the period length to the structure length...
goes to zero, it can be shown that the actual solution of the heterogeneous structure tends to the solution of a problem written for a structure with an homogenized behavior. Furthermore, it turns out that the effective properties are obtained from the solution of a boundary value problem to be solved on a period of the structure, which will be called the basic cell problem in the sequel.

Since the basic cell problem is a boundary value problem, classical numerical methods can be used for computing their solution, see [4] for a state of the art in this matter.

The majority of studies have been based on the Finite Element Method (FEM), see [8], [12] and references herein, and only few papers present a Boundary Element Method implementation, see e.g. [10], [18]. Let us also mention the Fast Fourier Transforms based numerical method [17]. This method is well suited for periodic homogenization, and is very efficient compared to FEM, especially in the linear range [12], provided that no voids or rigid inclusions are present in the basic cell.

The advantages of the FEM in micromechanical analysis are indeed the same as in standard engineering problems: its flexibility, and its applicability to non-linear problems, anisotropic materials, and arbitrary geometries. Following [4], one may distinguish, in FEM based periodic homogenization studies, four main groups.

In most of the studies, the mesh models the heterogeneities boundaries in the unit cell, i.e. only one phase is present within each finite element. The main drawback of such an approach is the explicit microstructure modeling, which leads to problems for generating the mesh for complex geometries, and requires the use of sophisticated tools, see e.g. [26].

One way to overcome these difficulties is to use a digital image based FEM technique, as initially proposed in [9]. It consists in using a uniform mesh that has the same resolution as the digital image, and then to identify each pixel or voxel as a finite element. Such an approach, however, leads to models which are computationally expensive.

A third approach also uses regular meshes, but the interfaces between constituents may be represented independently of element boundaries. For an element cut by an interface, the heterogeneity is treated at the integration point level [27]. As we shall see in the numerical experiments, this strategy yields a reasonable rate of convergence for the homogenized parameters of the basic cell but suffers a slow rate of convergence for the quality of the overall stress distribution over the basic cell (energy norm in the stresses).

Another technique is the Voronoi cell finite element model [7], in which an
element incorporates the effect of an embedded inclusion in the matrix. Both stress and displacement fields need to be discretized with this technique.

The eXtended Finite Element Method provides yet another way to solve the basic cell problem. The advantage of this approach is to retain all the advantages of the finite element approach (applicability to nonlinear and anisotropic constitutive laws, wide range of codes already written, robustness, ...) while considerably easing the meshing step. Indeed, the physical surfaces of the problem do not need to be meshed. They are taken into account by enriching the finite element approximation space through the partition of unity technique [11]. The adequate choice of the enrichment function for cracks was discussed in [1,14], for intersecting cracks and voids in [6]. Concerning material interfaces, an enrichment was introduced in [24]. This latter paper was also the first one to use a level set representation of surfaces in the X-FEM context. This representation not only reduces the surface storage to a usual finite element field but also provides a natural way to express the enrichment. Note that in order to build the level set representation of the material interfaces, the CAD geometries of these surfaces are not necessarily needed. All that is needed is a function returning for one (x,y,z) point the distance to the closest material interface. In other words, the X-FEM approach coupled to the level set representation of the surfaces not only simplifies the mesh step but also the geometrical data pre-processing. In this paper, we improve the enrichment functions for material interfaces and obtain a convergence rate very close to the one obtained with regular finite elements (i.e. conforming meshes).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The basic cell problem is described in Section 2. The X-FEM approach to solve the basic cell problem is detailed in Section 3 and a new enrichment function for material interface is introduced and compared to previous approaches. The fourth section uses the X-FEM to homogenize three different basic cells: a cell with orthogonal non-woven fibers, a cell with woven fiber and, finally, a cell with randomly placed spherical inclusions.

2 THE BASIC CELL PROBLEM

The formulation of the basic cell problem for composites with periodic microstructure can be derived in a systematic way using the two-scale asymptotic expansion method [3], [22], or following a process which is also valid for random media [25], [12]. The latter approach is used in this paper.

The microstructure description is achieved through the definition of a representative volume element, containing all the geometrical and material data. In the case of a periodic medium, the representative volume element is simply
a basic cell $\Omega$, which forms the composite by spatial repetition.

At the macroscopic scale, stress and strain fields are denoted by $\Sigma$ and $E$, which are the average of the corresponding microscopic field, $\sigma$ and $e$, on the basic cell (the macroscopic and microscopic scales are denoted by $x$ and $y$, respectively):

$$
\begin{align*}
\Sigma(x) &= \langle \sigma(x, y) \rangle = \frac{1}{|\Omega|} \int_{\Omega} \sigma(x, y) \, d\Omega \\
E(x) &= \langle e(x, y) \rangle
\end{align*}
$$

The homogenized behavior relating $\Sigma$ to $E$ is built using a localization process which consists in submitting the composite structure to a given macroscopic stress or strain state. In the case of a periodic microstructure, such a problem can be studied on a single basic cell, thanks to periodic boundary conditions. Moreover, the local periodicity of the strain $e(x, y)$ with respect to the microscopic scale $y$, and the relation $E(x) = \langle e(u(x, y)) \rangle$ leads to the following decomposition of the displacement field:

$$
u(x, y) = E(x) \cdot y + u^m(y), \quad u^m \text{ periodic on } \partial\Omega
$$

Therefore, with the data $E$, the basic cell (or localization) problem is defined by:

Find $\sigma, e, u^m$ such that:

$$
\begin{align*}
div \sigma &= 0 \\
\sigma(x) &= a(y) : e(y) = a(y) : \left( E + e(u^m(y)) \right) \\
u^m &\text{ periodic} \\
\sigma \cdot n &\text{ anti-periodic}
\end{align*}
$$

where “periodic” ("anti-periodic") means that values on opposite sides of the boundary $\partial\Omega$ are equal (opposite). The problem (3) admits a unique solution, up to a rigid body translation. Once problem (3) is solved, the strain localization tensor $D$ is obtained

$$
e(y) = D(y) : E
$$

and the effective stiffness $a^{\text{hom}}$ may be computed as:

$$
a^{\text{hom}} = \langle a(y) : D(y) \rangle
$$
For a linear elastic medium, the complete determination of $\mathbf{a}^{\text{hom}}$ requires the solution of problem (3) for 6 independent data $\mathbf{E}$. One way to proceed is to consider successively the elementary macroscopic strain states corresponding to one component of $\mathbf{E}$ equal to unity, the others being zero. Thus, introducing the second order tensor $\mathbf{I}^{ij}$ defined by:

$$
\mathbf{I}^{ij}_{kh} = \frac{1}{2}(\delta_{ik}\delta_{jh} + \delta_{ih}\delta_{jk})
$$

and denoting $\mathbf{u}^{mij}$ the solution of problem (3) with the data $\mathbf{I}^{ij}$, one has:

$$
\mathbf{D}_{khij} = (\mathbf{e}(\mathbf{u}^{mij}(\mathbf{y})))_{kh}
$$

The problem (3) corresponds to the strain approach, the data being the macroscopic strain $\mathbf{E}$. One can also use a stress approach, with the data $\mathbf{\Sigma}$, thus leading to effective compliance $\mathbf{A}^{\text{hom}}$, which is equal to the inverse of $\mathbf{a}^{\text{hom}}$.

It is important to mention that, in the framework of periodic homogenization, non periodic materials (i.e. with some randomness in the geometrical shape of the heterogeneities and their spatial distribution) may be studied. In that case, however, one has to use a sufficiently large basic cell, in order to obtain a statistically representative response and accurate effective properties. In this paper, such examples of basic cells will be treated.

The variational formulation of the basic cell problems (3), for a data $\mathbf{E} = \mathbf{I}^{ij}$ is given by:

$$
\begin{cases}
\text{Find } \mathbf{u}^{mij} \text{ periodic such that } \\
\mathbf{a(\mathbf{u}^{mij}, \mathbf{v})} = -\mathbf{a(\mathbf{I}^{ij}, \mathbf{v})} \ \forall \mathbf{v} \text{ periodic }
\end{cases}
$$

where we use the bilinear form:

$$
\mathbf{a(\mathbf{u}, \mathbf{v})} = \frac{1}{|\Omega|} \int_{\Omega} \mathbf{e(\mathbf{u}) : \mathbf{a : e(v)} } d\Omega
$$

The effective properties are determined from:

$$
\mathbf{a}^{\text{hom}}_{ijkl} = \mathbf{a(\mathbf{I}^{kl} + \mathbf{u}^{mkl}, \mathbf{I}^{ij} + \mathbf{u}^{mij})} = \mathbf{a(\mathbf{I}^{kl}, \mathbf{I}^{ij})} - \mathbf{a(\mathbf{u}^{mkl}, \mathbf{u}^{mij})}
$$
Since in this paper a displacement approach is used, the right-hand side of (8) is known. Therefore, the only specific feature of problem (8) is the periodicity condition [12].

3 X-FEM DISCRETIZATION

In this paper, we consider the homogenization of two-phase basic cells. The material interface separating the two phases is described by a level set function. The level set representation is then used to express a jump in the strain field within the elements crossed by the material interface.

3.1 Level set representation

Consider a two-phase basic cell. The two phases are separated by an interface which we may locate either explicitly (set of CAD entities) or implicitly by assigning to each node $I$ of the mesh, the distance $\phi_I$ to the interface (with a positive sign if node $I$ is located in one phase and a negative sign if node $I$ is located in the other phase). Next, we may interpolate these nodal informations using the finite element shape functions, $N_I(x)$, yielding the level set expression:

$$\phi(x) = \sum_I \phi_I N_I(x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where the sum over $I$ indicates a sum over the nodes of the mesh (more precisely only the nodes belonging to the element containing point $x$). The iso-zero of the level set function $\phi$ approximates the true location of the interface. A strategy for constructing the level set function in the case where the interface is known only by a set of points is described in [2].

With the eXtended Finite Element Method, the mesh does not need to conform to the interface but the mesh has to be fine enough to locate precisely the interface and to accurately resolve the displacement field i.e. two kinds of error appear: geometrical and numerical errors. Since a level set interpolated on the finite element mesh is used to locate the interface, one can notice that both geometrical and numerical errors are reduced as the mesh gets finer (as with the FEM). As an example, Figure ?? shows the geometry of the basic cell for a landing helicopter grid located on the deck of an aircraft carrier. Using the coarse mesh, Figure 2 (left), the iso-zero level set obtained is shown Figure 2 (right). It can be seen that the geometrical representation is poor. A finer mesh, Figure 3 (left), gives a much better representation of the surface location, Figure 3 (right).
The finer mesh was obtained using a simple adaptive mesh refinement strategy. The idea is to reduce the size of the elements located close to the physical surface if the local radius of curvature of the surface is smaller than the characteristic element size. The radius of curvature $\rho$ on an element is computed by the second gradient of the level set interpolation over the element [23,15] and the characteristic element size $l_c$ is computed by $l_c = (V * d!)^{1/d}$ where $V$ is the element volume and $d$ the problem dimension. An element is tagged for refinement if

$$l_c > \alpha \rho \text{ and } |\bar{\phi}| < \beta l_{tot}$$

where $\bar{\phi}$ is the level set value at the centroid of the element and $l_{tot}$ the side length of the basic cell. The dimensionless parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ govern the extent and level of refinement. Based on the elements tagged for refinement, the mesh can be refined where needed. In order to meet the condition $l_c > \alpha \rho$ starting from one initial coarse mesh, several intermediary meshes are usually needed. As meshes become finer, the evaluation of the curvature $\rho$ becomes more accurate. The process ends when no element is tagged.

The mesh shown Figure 3 was obtained with $\alpha = 0.1$ and $\beta = 0.03$. The gmsh meshing tool [19] and the aomd mesh database library [20,21] were used to refine the mesh based on the elements tagged.

![Fig. 1. Unit cell geometry for an helicopter landing grid.](image)

3.2 Enrichment strategy

Once the level set function is defined, we can express the X-FEM approximation. The classical finite approximation over the basic cell is given by

$$u^{\text{FEM}} = \sum_i u_i N_i(x)$$

(13)
If the finite element mesh conforms to the material interface, the (linear) approximation above yields an $O(h)$ convergence rate in the energy norm (provided the solution is smooth) [8]. On the contrary, as will be shown in the numerical experiments, if the finite element does not conform to the interface, a poor rate of convergence is obtained. For instance, a two-phase 1D problem with a mesh non-conforming to the interfaces gives an asymptotic rate of convergence as poor as $O(\sqrt{h})$ [16]. In order to avoid poor rates of convergence, the X-FEM adds an enrichment to the classical finite element approximation through a partition of unity technique [11]:

$$u^{X-FEM} = \sum_I u_I N_I(x) + u^{enr}, \quad u^{enr} = \sum_J a_J N_J(x) F(x)$$ (14)

The additional degrees of freedom $a_J$ are added at the nodes for which the support is split by the interface. The function $F$ is called the enrichment function. It is discontinuous in its derivative across the interface. In [24], the enrichment is defined as the absolute value of the level set function which indeed has a discontinuous first derivative on the interface:

$$F^1(x) = |\sum_I \phi_I N_I(x)|$$ (15)
A similar choice [2], is to define $u_{\text{enr}}$ as

$$u_{\text{enr}} = \sum_J a_J N_J(x)(F^1(x) - F^1(x_J))$$

(16)

A closer look at the two enrichments above indicates that they will yield the same approximation space. However, the conditioning number of the two resulting matrices will be different in general. It was shown in [24] and [2] that a smoothing of $F^1$ away from the element layer containing the interface somewhat improved the convergence. The effect of this smoothing in 1D is illustrated Figure 4. For 2D problems, the smoothing strategy is detailed in [24].

In this paper, we suggest another choice for the enrichment function:

$$F^2(x) = \sum_I |\phi_I| N_I(x) - |\sum_I \phi_I N_I(x)|$$

(17)

This enrichment is shown Figure 4 in the 1D case. For two- and three-dimensional problems, the enrichment function $F^2$ is a ridge centered on the interface and has zero value on the elements which are not crossed by the interface.

**Remark:** If the mesh conforms to the material interface, no nodes are enriched since no element is cut by the material interface. The X-FEM then does behave as the FEM. On an element cut by the interface, the integration needs to be performed carefully. First, we divide the element into subdomains matching the material interface as described in [14]. Then, the number of integration points over each subdomain is chosen so that the integration is “exact” (note that $F(x)N_J(x)$ is polynomial). On the elements, not cut by the interface but neighbouring an element cut (for instance element A, Figure 4), no subdivision needs to be performed but the order of the integration needs to be chosen with care since the enrichment acts on the element.

![Fig. 4. Several choices for the enrichment function.](image)
3.3 Convergence tests

In order to compare the convergence rate of the classical and extended finite element method, we consider a 2D circular and a 3D spherical inclusion under tension in an infinite domain. These benchmark problems were already considered in [24] and [2] in 2D and 3D, respectively. In order to compare the numerical and exact solution, we use the energy norm. Let \( u^h \) be an approximate solution and \( u^{ex} \) the exact solution, the “exact” error is defined by:

\[
\varepsilon = \sqrt{\int_{\Omega} \varepsilon(u^h - u^{ex}) : a : \varepsilon(u^h - u^{ex}) d\Omega} \quad \sqrt{\int_{\Omega} \varepsilon(u^{ex}) : a : \varepsilon(u^{ex}) d\Omega} \quad \tag{18}
\]

Concerning the material properties, the Poisson ratio is set to 0.25 for the inclusion and to 0.3 for the matrix. The Young modulus ratio between the inclusion and matrix is set to 10. Figures 5 and 6 show the decrease in the energy error with respect to the exact solution in four different cases:

- A finite element mesh conforming to the material interface (denoted FEM);
- A finite element computation with a non conforming mesh (denoted FEM-non-conforming). On the elements containing the material interface, the integration of the bilinear form is performed using the appropriate constitutive law at each integration point.
- The extended finite element method using the enrichment \( F^1 \) improved by a smoothing (denoted X-FEM-1 + smoothing);
- The extended finite element method using the new enrichment, \( F^2 \), given equation (17) (denoted X-FEM-2).

It can be seen that the new enrichment X-FEM-2 improves somewhat the previous enrichment strategy X-FEM-1. The X-FEM convergence rate is now very close to the “optimal” finite element convergence. We also note, as expected, the poor convergence rate of the non-conforming FEM approach.

Although, the error norm used is a global norm, most of the error contribution comes from the element cut by the interface as can be seen in Figure 7 showing the contribution to the error of the disc (or sphere), \( D(r) \), of radius \( r \).

\[
\varepsilon(r) = \sqrt{\int_{D(r)} \varepsilon(u^h - u^{ex}) : a : \varepsilon(u^h - u^{ex}) d\Omega} \quad \sqrt{\int_{\Omega} \varepsilon(u^{ex}) : a : \varepsilon(u^{ex}) d\Omega} \quad \tag{19}
\]

The error norm thus depends directly on the quality of stresses along the
Fig. 5. Convergence rates for a 2D circular inclusion problem. The \( \alpha \) value indicates the rate of convergence with respect to the average element size \( h \).

Fig. 6. Convergence rates for a 3D spherical inclusion problem. The \( \alpha \) value indicates the rate of convergence with respect to the average element size \( h \).

material interface.

3.4 Periodicity conditions

To take into account the periodicity condition, we use meshes which are periodic. The displacement constraints on the faces of the unit cell are condensed out of the stiffness matrix at the assembly stage. We mentioned earlier that a
node is enriched if its support is crossed by the interface. The support must take into account the periodicity of the mesh. For instance, Figure 8, the support of node $K$ is based on the four shaded elements. Thus node $K$ will be enriched since its support is crossed by the material interface. Nodes $K$ and $L$ have the same number of degrees of freedom with the same values.

4 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We consider three different cell geometries: an non-woven composite cell with orthogonal fibers, a woven composite cell and a randomly filled cell with spherical inclusions. In each case, we compare the X-FEM results to existing simulations based on the classical finite element method.
4.1 Non-woven cell

This example is taken from [5]. The cell geometry is shown Figure 9. Although several fibers are involved only one level set function is needed. The cell side length is 2 and the fibers radius is 0.45. The material properties are representative of E-glass fibers and epoxy resin matrix (in GPa): $E_f = 72.0, G_f = 27.7, \nu_f = 0.30, E_m = 3.5, G_m = 1.3, \nu_m = 0.35$. The homogenized stiffness is given Table 1 for the X-FEM and FEM analysis. Figure 10 compares the shear $xy$ mode obtained with the two approaches. It is clear from these plots that the displacement field gradient is indeed discontinuous at the material interface. The X-FEM mesh is a uniform 4-node tetrahedron mesh shown Figure 11 whereas the FEM mesh used for comparison is shown Figure 13. Note that the X-FEM mesh used is composed of many more elements than the FEM mesh. The X-FEM mesh used is uniform as shown Figure 11 whereas the FEM mesh was optimized. Note that the strategy designed in section Section 3.1 could be used to optimize the X-FEM mesh. Figure 9 shows the iso-zero of the level set field.

![Fig. 9. The unit cell of non-woven composite.](image)

4.2 Woven cell

The second example is based on the numerical experiment carried out in [8]. The fibers geometry is defined by a disc following a sinus path. The geometry of the unit cell is shown Figure 12 for “two plies”. The finite element mesh designed in [8] is shown Figure 13 (for one ply). For this example, the X-FEM mesh used is the same as for the non-woven cell (Figure 11). The boron
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
21.5/21.1 & 5.6/5.3 & 5.6/5.3 & 0/0 & 0/0 & 0/0 \\
5.6/5.3 & 21.5/21.1 & 5.6/5.3 & 0/0 & 0/0 & 0/0 \\
5.6/5.3 & 5.6/5.3 & 21.5/21.1 & 0/0 & 0/0 & 0/0 \\
0/0 & 0/0 & 0/0 & 3.5/3.4 & 0/0 & 0/0 \\
0/0 & 0/0 & 0/0 & 0/0 & 3.5/3.4 & 0/0 \\
0/0 & 0/0 & 0/0 & 0/0 & 0/0 & 3.5/3.4
\end{bmatrix}
\]
(20)

Table 1
Homogenized behavior for the non-woven composite: X-FEM/FEM results.

Fig. 10. Shear $xy$ deformation modes obtained by the X-FEM (left) and FEM (right) computations.

Fig. 11. The uniform mesh used for the X-FEM computations.
Table 2
Homogenized behavior for the woven composite: X-FEM/FEM results.

fibers and aluminum matrix have the following properties: \( E_f = 400 \, \text{GPa}, \nu_f = 0.3, E_m = 72 \, \text{GPa}, \nu_m = 1/3 \). The homogenized behavior obtained by the X-FEM and FEM computations are given in Table 2 and the shear \( xy \) mode obtained with the X-FEM is shown Figure 14.

![Fig. 12. Woven cell geometry.](image)

![Fig. 13. Mesh designed in the paper by Kikuchi et al. [8] for the FEM analysis of the woven unit cell.](image)
Fig. 14. Shear $xy$ deformation modes obtained by the X-FEM for the woven microstructure.

4.3 Random cell

As a last example, we consider a random media filled with spherical inclusions. This example was solved by [13] using a Fast Fourier Transform approach. In order to take into account the randomness of the spatial distribution of the inclusions, many basic cells have to be considered for the computation of the homogenized properties. Therefore, the X-FEM approach is particularly effective since the same mesh can be used for all the simulations (whereas the level set field must be regenerated for each draw). Moreover, it is also applicable to voids (in which case the enrichment is not used and the voids are taken into account using the strategy designed in [6,2]).

The Figures 15 and 16 show draws of 8 and 32 particles, respectively. The draws were forced to produce a periodic cell structure. The location of the sphere centers are randomly generated. If a sphere cannot be introduced in the cell because it intersects other spheres already present, a new center location is generated. If a new sphere intersects the cell boundary, its periodic “images” are also introduced.

The particules and matrix properties are $E_p = 70\,\text{GPa}$, $\nu_p = 0.2$ and $E_m = 3\,\text{GPa}$, $\nu_m = 0.35$, respectively and the particule volume ratio is set to 26.78%. The X-FEM mesh used is still the uniform mesh shown Figure 11 and the shear $xy$ mode obtained with the X-FEM is shown Figure 17. The homogenized stiffness obtained along the $x$ axis ($a_{1111}^{\text{hom}}$) is 7.611 for 8 particles and 7.711 for 32 particles. These results are very close to the ones reported in [13]. The
latter where computed with many more draws (and thus more reliable): $a_{1111}^{\text{hom}} = 7.675$ for 8 particles, 7.664 for 64 particles and 7.667 for 420 particles.

Fig. 15. Four different draws with 8 particles.

Fig. 16. Two different draws with 32 particles.
5 CONCLUSIONS

The paper has demonstrated the applicability of the X-FEM to the homogenization of periodic basic cells. Since the mesh does not need to conform to the material interfaces, complex and random cell geometries can easily be computed with very limited meshing effort. The results obtained are very close to direct FEM and Fast Fourier Transform approaches. Moreover the X-FEM is also applicable to cells containing voids and phases with nonlinear constitutive laws. However, in order to reasonably locate the interface, the mesh must not be too coarse. A simple geometrical adaptivity scheme has been proposed. Finally, a new enrichment to introduce discontinuous strains inside an element has been developed. The initial results are promising since this enrichment provides a very close convergence rate to the “optimal” FEM convergence rate.
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